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Soft covariant gauges on the lattice
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We present an exploratory study of a one-parameter family of covariant, nonperturbative lattice gauge-fix
conditions that can be implemented through a simple Monte Carlo algorithm. We demonstrate that at
numerical level the procedure is feasible, and as a first application we examine the gauge dependence o
gluon propagator.@S0556-2821~96!04723-6#

PACS number~s!: 11.15.Ha
I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, hadron spectroscopy has become the m
popular field of application of lattice QCD. Hadron masse
decay constants, and matrix elements for semileptonic
cays are routinely computed from Green functions of co
posite hadron fields and expectation values of current ope
tors between hadron states. However, the predictive powe
lattice QCD is not limited to these kinds of calculations.
particular, Green functions of individual quark and gluo
fields can be computed as well as expectation values of
erators between quark and gluon states. The interest of
approach is twofold. Firstly, one can compute nonperturb
tively renormalization constants for composite operators
sandwiching them between quark states@1#. These calcula-
tions form a crucial step in extracting physical informatio
from lattice calculations. Secondly, quark and gluon Gre
functions are interesting objects in their own right. Being t
most fundamental computable quantities in QCD, they
expected to contain direct information on the mechanism
color confinement and chiral symmetry breaking. Also, th
allow a direct determination from first principles of the run
ning QCD coupling@2# and may be relevant for understand
ing the physics of Pomeron exchange from the point of vie
of QCD @3#.

Unlike hadronic operators, Green functions for quark a
gluons must be defined in a fixed gauge. For most of
applications described above, it is a crucial problem to d
entangle gauge-dependent features from gauge indepen
ones. For example, if a dynamical mass were extracted fr
a nonperturbative study of the gluon propagator, a phys
interpretation may be attached to it only if one can obta
reasonable evidence that such a mass does not depend o
gauge chosen, at least within a class of gauges. For this
son, it would be of great interest to be able to define a
implement on the lattice a whole family of nonperturbativ
gauge conditions, by varying continously some gauge
rameter.

In this paper we describe a numerical study of one su
class of gauges. In Sec. II we recall the formulation of t
gauge condition, in the framework of the Feynman path
tegral, and the corresponding Monte Carlo algorithm. In S
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III we discuss the numerical performance of the algorithm
and we present a preliminary study of the gauge dependence
of the gluon propagator. Finally, in Sec. IV we sketch our
agenda for the future.

II. GLOBAL GAUGE FIXING

A. General framework

We start from Wilson’s lattice gauge model, defined by
the gauge-invariant partition function

ZW[E dUe2bSW[U] , ~1!

whereb51/g2N for a gauge group SU(N) andSW is the
standard Wilson action. The formula for the expectation
value of an observableO is

^O&W5ZW
21E dUe2bSW[U]O@U#. ~2!

It is well known ~Elitzur’s theorem! that if O@U# is a local,
gauge-dependent function the above expression vanishes.

In @4# a general procedure for nonperturbative lattice
gauge fixing was proposed. They defined a modified partition
function by simply inserting a factor 1 in Eq.~1!:

Zmod[E dUe2bSW[U] I21@U#E dge2bM2F[Ug] , ~3!

where thedg integration runs over the group of lattice gauge
transformations.F@Ug# is a generic function of the links
such that it is not invariant under general gauge transforma-
tions andI @U# is defined as

I @U#[E dge2bM2F[Ug] . ~4!

Clearly I @U# is gauge invariant. As usual, the gauge-
transformed link is defined as

Um
g ~n![g~n!Um~n!g†~n1m!. ~5!

Formula~3! corresponds to the first step of the standard
Faddeev-Popov gauge-fixing procedure. However, unlike
what would happen in the continuum,Zmod[ZW is a finite
quantity because the group of gauge transformations on a
finite lattice is compact. ThusZmod can provide a new defi-
nition for the expectation value ofO@U#:
of
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^O&mod[Zmod
21 E dUe2bSW[U] I21@U#

3E dge2bM2F[Ug]O@Ug#. ~6!

In general, ifO@U# is gauge dependent, its expectation valu
in the modified scheme does not vanish. IfO@U# is gauge
invariant then̂ O&W5^O&mod, so that Eq.~6! defines a con-
sistent, nonperturbative gauge-fixing procedure.

By defining

^O@U#&G[I21@U#E dge2bM2F[Ug]O@Ug#, ~7!

^O&mod can be cast in the form

^O&mod5
*dUe2bSW[U]^O@U#&G

*dUe2bSW[U]
5^^O@U#&G&W . ~8!

The above expression indicates that in the gauge-fixe
model, the expectation value of a gauge-dependent quant
O@U# is obtained in two steps. First one associates wit
O@U# the gauge-invariant function̂O@U#&G , which has the
form of a Gibbs average ofO@Ug# over the group of gauge
transformations, with a statistical weight factore2bM2F[Ug] .
Then one takes the average of^O@U#&G in the manner of
Wilson.

This suggests the following numerical algorithm.
~1! Generate a set of link configurationsU1 , . . . ,UN ,

weighted by the Wilson action, via the usual gauge-invarian
Monte Carlo algorithm for some value ofb;

~2! use each of theUi as a set of quenched ‘‘bonds’’ in a
new Monte Carlo process, where the dynamical variables a
the local gauge group elementsg(n) located on the lattice
sites. These are coupled through the linksUi , according to
the effective HamiltonianF@Ui

g#. In this way one can pro-
duce for every link configurationUi , an ensemble of gauge-
related configurations, weighted by the Boltzmann facto
exp(2bM2F@Ui

g#). We call ^O@Ui #&G the average of a
gauge-dependent observableO with respect to such an en-
semble, in the spirit of Formula~8!.

~3! Finally, the expectation valuêO&mod is obtained sim-
ply from the Wilson average of thêO@Ui #&G : i.e.,

^O&mod'
1

N(
i51

N

^O@Ui #&G . ~9!

In the above schemeM2 can be interpreted as a gauge
parameter, which determines the effective temperatu
1/bM2 of the Monte Carlo on the group of gauge transfor
mations. In the following we will refer to such a Monte
Carlo process as a gauge-fixing Monte Carlo~GFMC!
method. The goal of our project is to simulate the system fo
many different values ofM2, corresponding to different
gauge choices. This would enable us to study the gauge d
pendence of relevant lattice quantities.

B. A Convenient class of gauges

For our numerical study we will use the gauge-fixing
function
e
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F@Ug#[2(
n,m

ReTr@Um
g ~n!#, ~10!

where the sum runs over all lattice links. There are many
motivations for such a choice. Recalling Eq.~5!, it turns out
that as an effective Hamiltonian for the GFMC process, the
above function describes a simple nearest-neighbor interac
tion of the variablesg(n), with couplings given by the cor-
responding~quenched! links. Theg(n) can be interpreted as
SU~3!-valued spins, and the couplings are also elements o
SU~3!. In this sense Eq.~10! defines a classical, four-
dimensional SU~3! spin-glass with SU~3! couplings.

For small values ofb andM2, numerical results may be
compared with analytical ones, derived from a strong cou-
pling expansion~see@4# for details!. Also, a weak coupling
expansion of a continuum version of this model has been
performed by Fachin@5#. The latter, which is valid for any
value ofM2, may prove extremely useful when investigating
the continuum limit of our lattice system.

Besides practical advantages, the choice~10! also has a
theoretical interest as the continuum version of this class o
gauges@6# was proposed as a possible solution to the Gribov
problem in the Landau gauge@7#. Landau gauge fixing has
similar features on the lattice and in the continuum formula-
tion of the theory. In particular, it has been shown that Gri-
bov copies also exist on the lattice@8#. The connection of
such a scheme with the Landau gauge appears when on
studies the behavior of Eq.~10! as a function of theg vari-
ables, for fixedU. Then it turns out that the stationary points
of F@Ug# correspond to link configurationsUg that satisfy
the lattice version of the Landau gauge condition. All such
configurations correspond to Gribov copies. In particular,
those corresponding to local minima ofF@Ug# also satisfy a
positivity condition for the lattice Faddeev-Popov operator
@9#. As a consequence, in the limitM2→`, the above gauge
fixing is equivalent to the so-called minimal Landau gauge
condition, which prescribes to pick up on every gauge orbit
the field configuration corresponding to the absolute mini-
mum ofF@Ug# @10#. We will not discuss the Gribov problem
in further detail, as it is not central to our present purpose.
Here our main goal is to determine whether the above
scheme for lattice gauge fixing can be simulated numerically

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Performance of the algorithm and thermodynamics

For our exploratory study, we considered quenched QCD
on a 84 lattice atb55.7. All the numerical work was per-
formed on single-processor Alpha workstations, located a
the University of Edinburgh. We first generated link configu-
rations, weighted by the Wilson action, using a hybrid-
overrelaxed algorithm, where both the Cabibbo-Marinari
~CM! pseudo-heat-bath and overrelaxed~OR! updates were
performed on three SU~2! subgroups. Next, as described in
the previous section, for each link configuration we produced
an ensemble of gauge-related configurations, weighted b
the Boltzmann factor exp(2bM2F@Ug#). This was done for
many different values ofbM2 and again the GFMC sweep
was a combination of CM and OR updates.
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Before analyzing the above system, we studied a simp
one for testing purposes. This was obtained by setting all
link variables to the identity, corresponding to the lim
b→`, and then generating ‘‘pure gauge’’ configuration
weighted by exp(2M2F@Ig#). The resulting system has the
form of a four-dimensional SU~3! spin model with ferromag-
netic couplings. We examined its thermodynamics in view
a comparison with the three-dimensional case, which h
been studied in the literature@11#. We found evidence for a
first-order phase transition, atM251/T50.635. This was ob-
tained by studying theM2 dependence of the specific heat o
the system, defined as

CG5
1

M2

dE

d~M2!
5^E2&G2^E&G

2 , ~11!

whereE5F@ I g# and the gauge group average is defined a
cording to Eq.~7! ~see Fig. 1!. In the three-dimensional case
a first-order transition also was observed by Kogut and c
laborators.

Turning to the system atb55.7, we analyzed a range o
values forM2 up to bM252.4. The first problem that we
addressed was the study of the thermalization of the GFM
process. In fact, by recalling the analogy ofF@Ug# with a
spin-glass Hamiltonian, one expects metastable states to
pear at low temperature~i.e., for largeM2). From the point
of view of the algorithm, one has to make sure that, for
chosen range of values ofM2, the stochastic process can
visit efficiently all the states and does not get trapped in
metastable one. To this end we chose one of the link co
figurations and performed several GFMC runs on it, usin
different seeds for the random number generator. For ea
value ofM2, at least four different seeds were used. We th
analyzed the evolution in GFMC time of two observable
One was the expectation value ofF@Ug#, corresponding to
the average energy of the system^E@U#&G @cf. Eq. ~7!#, the
other being the zero-momentum gluon 2-point functio
whose precise definition will be given in the following sub
section. The important point here is that while the form

FIG. 1. Specific heat vsM2 for the ferromagnetic system.
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quantity is a local one, the latter depends on the dynamics of
long-wavelength modes of the system. For this reason we
used the 2-point function to measure the autocorrelation time
of our algorithm. When plotting the evolution of the observ-
ables against the number of sweeps, metastable states could
be identified as the occurrence of ‘‘false’’ plateaux, i.e.,
long-lived stable values that eventually ‘‘decay’’ into the
real vacuum. One example is shown in Fig. 2, which is a plot
of the zero-momentum gluon 2-point function vs the number
of sweeps. At this stage, by changing the number of CM and
OR updates in the GFMC sweep, we were able to optimize
the performance of the algorithm at every value ofM2 in
order to get rid of metastable states. In general we found that
by increasing the ratio of OR vs CM, the algorithm becomes
more efficient. In the high-temperature region,bM2,0.8, a
GFMC sweep composed of one CM sweep and two OR up-
dates resulted in an autocorrelation time of the order of one
GFMC sweep. ForbM2>0.8 we had to increase the number
of OR updates, finally setting the GFMC sweep to be a com-
bination of 1 CM and 10 OR updates. This resulted in an
autocorrelation time of the order of four sweeps.

In summary, we were able to tune the algorithm so as to
obtain reasonable evidence that forbM2<2.4, the GFMC
process could thermalize correctly. A similar analysis for
other link configurations confirmed the pattern found with
the one used for tuning. We then performed a detailed study
of the thermodynamics. As expected from the behavior of
the algorithm, two separate regions in the parameter space
could be identified, corresponding to a strong coupling re-
gime for bM2,0.8, and a weak coupling one for
bM2>0.8. A phase transition seems to separate them. The
nature of the transition was analyzed again in terms of the
specific heat, defined now as

Cmod5
1

bM2

dE

d~bM2!
5^E2&mod2^E&mod

2 . ~12!

Notice that in Eq.~12! the average also is taken with respect

FIG. 2. Zero-momentum gluon 2-point function vs GFMC
sweeps in a typical thermalization run.
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to link configurations@cf. Eq. ~9!#. The transition still ap-
peared to be first order, as in the ferromagnetic case, a
seemed to occur for the same value of the critical tempe
ture.

In the weak coupling region, our numerical data are o
tained from 21 link configurations. For each of them an e
semble of 60 gauge-related configurations was generated
the strong coupling region the statistics is smaller. Statistic
errors, obtained from a jackknife analysis, are shown in Fig
2–5. However, in most cases such error is negligible.

Fig. 3 shows our numerical results for^E&modvsbM2 and
the corresponding analytical result from a strong couplin
expansion up to next-to-leading order@4#. The agreement is
perfect up tobM2'0.7.

B. Gauge dependence of the gluon propagator

Having gained confidence that we could generate c
rectly ensembles of gauge-related configurations for a s
nificant range ofM2 values, we attempted a study of th
gluon propagator. This quantity has been studied extensiv
at the nonperturbative level both in the continuum, main
through Schwinger-Dyson equations@12# and numerically on
the lattice@13#.

One issue of particular relevance is the behavior of t
propagator for momentap'0. It has been advocated tha
nonperturbative effects generate dynamically a gluon ma
which removes the infrared pole of the perturbative propag
tor. More generally, a behavior softer than a pole has be
advocated by many authors. Lattice studies seem to prov
some support for the mass generation hypothesis@13#, but
one important point is the possible gauge dependence of s
a mass. Within the limits of a preliminary investigation, w
attempted to gain some insight into this issue by computi
the propagator for several values ofM2.

We recall the lattice definition of the gluon field in term
of the link variables@14#:

FIG. 3. ^E&mod vs bM2. The dotted line is the result from the
strong coupling expansion.
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Am~x!5
Um~x!2Um

† ~x!

2iag0
2
1

3
TrSUm~x!2Um

† ~x!

2iag0
D , ~13!

wherea is the lattice spacing andg0 is the bare coupling
constant. By Fourier transforming the above field, one can
define the bare latticen-point gluon Green functions, in mo-
mentum space:

Gm1m2 . . .mn

~n! ~p1 ,p2 , . . . ,pn!

5^Am1
~p1!Am2

~p2! . . .Amn
~pn!&mod, ~14!

where ^•&mod obviously indicates the average according to
Eq. ~9! and momentum conservation impliesp11p2
1•••1pn50.

The gluon propagator then is defined as

Gm1m2

~2! ~p!5^Am1
~p!Am2

~2p!&mod. ~15!

In particular, we studied the quantity

Gscalar
~2! ~p!5 (

m51,4
^Am~p!Am~2p!&mod. ~16!

As discussed in the previous section, a comparison of our
results for finite values ofM2 with those obtained in the
minimal Landau gauge was of particular interest, as this
gauge corresponds to theM2→` limit of our scheme.
Strictly speaking, a numerical implementation of the mini-
mal Landau gauge is not feasible on the lattice as it would
require finding the absolute minimum of a spin-glasslike
Hamiltonian. In practice, we assumed that the role of mul-
tiple minima could be neglected; i.e., we identified the mini-
mal Landau gauge with the gauge obtained by imposing that
F@Ug# attain a local minimum. Such an approximation has
been used widely in the literature@13#.

In Fig. 4 we plotGscalar
(2) (p) vs p in lattice units, for a

range of values ofbM2 and in the minimal Landau gauge.

FIG. 4. Gluon propagator vs momentum for various values of
bM2, and in the minimal Landau gauge.
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Our data indicate a strong dependence on the gauge pa
eterM2. In particular, for the lowest value ofbM2, which
sits on the phase transition, the propagator is essentially
mentum independent, being dominated by a large effec
mass generated by thermal fluctuations.

Focusing on the behavior atp50, we show in Fig. 5
Gscalar
(2) (p50) as a function ofbM2. The dotted line indicates

the Landau gauge value. Again, theM2 dependence appear
quite substantial and correlated strongly with the phase tr
sition, as expected.Gscalar

(2) (p50) appears to increase mono
tonically with M2 towards the minimal Landau gauge a
ymptotic value.

Before drawing any firm conclusion from our results, w
need to address the issue of the existence of the contin
limit. We plan to investigate this point in the near future b
repeating our calculation for different values ofb. In particu-
lar, by defining a renormalized gluon propagator as in@2#,
one should be able to check that such a quantity does
depend onb, for fixedM2.

FIG. 5. Gluon propagator atp50 vsbM2.
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In this connection, it should be observed that at the nu-
merical level, one does not expect our scheme to survive the
continuum limit for all values ofM2. On one hand, since in
the limit M2→0 the gauge-fixing effect disappears, we ex-
pect the signal-to-noise ratio for a gauge-dependent quantity
to get worse with decreasingM2, with the average value
eventually approaching zero. This is consistent with the data
in Figs. 3–5. Obviously, one does not expect the scheme to
have a continuum limit for values ofbM2 in the strong
coupling region, where in fact the gluon propagator is sup-
pressed by thermal fluctuations~see Figs. 4–5!. On the other
hand, for large values ofM2 we may face increasing diffi-
culties in the thermalization process, so that in practice one
hopes that a significant range of values ofM2 will remain
accessible when increasingb.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a preliminary numerical study of a
nonperturbative lattice gauge-fixing scheme, where a whole
class of gauges can be implemented by varying a gauge pa
rameter. An efficient algorithm was devised and tested
against analytical results in the strong coupling region. As a
first application we studied the gauge dependence of the
gluon propagator, which appears to be quite substantial, in
particular at zero momentum. This preliminary result, if con-
firmed in a more complete analysis, would suggest that no
physical meaning could be attached to a dynamically gener-
ated gluon mass. In order to establish the relevance of our
results to continuum physics, we plan to increase the range
of values for the gauge-fixing parameter and to repeat our
calculation for higher values ofb and larger lattices. Such a
study will be presented in a future publication.
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